
HAMLET TERMS QUOTATIONS ESSAY

quotes from Hamlet: 'Doubt thou the stars are fire;Doubt that the sun doth â€œ My words fly up, my thoughts remain
below: Words without thoughts never to.

Ay, there's the rub. He at once places his species in a standard Renaissance cosmos, rising hierarchically from
the earth to the heavens, and denies this hierarchy. Let be. Hamlet speaks these sarcastic words to Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern whom King Claudius has appointed to spy on Hamlet. This is one of the best quotations of
all times. While Polonius is correct to think that there is reason behind Hamlet's actions, he is incorrect as to
the cause. She becomes convinced that he is truly mad. It is unclear whether Gertrude recognizes the parallel
between herself and the play-queen; Hamlet certainly feels that way. Because Hamlet expresses a desire that
the flesh go from a firm and resilient to something like a liquid or gaseous state, I have opted for "solid" as
more consistent with the elemental imagery of the passage. Hamlet forces his mother to look at two portraits
of her loversâ€” one of his father, one of Claudius. The "woman" he specifically refers to is his mother. Act
One scene two, ll. He writes, "Hamlet, knowing himself injured in the most enormous and atrocious degree,
and seeing no means of redress, but such as must expose him to the extremity of hazard, meditates on his
situation in this manner: Before I can form any rational scheme of action under this pressure of distress, it is
necessary to decide, whether, after our present state, we are to be or not to be. He wonders if one route is
"nobler" than the next. The opening sentence can mean two things. But if, in the hereafter, we retain our
minds, our sensibilities, we must pause before leaping into so uncertain, so potentially horrific a fate. Hamlet's
second soliloquy, given after the player has recited the woeful story of Priam's death and Hecuba's grief,
explores the nature of performance. What good is it, then, to roil one's guts over future plans? Queen Gertrude,
the mother of Hamlet, utters these lines when she wants to ask about the protests of the female character of the
play staged within Hamlet. In fact, it is his sense of wonder over the creature, man, as how man seems to be
noble and how his faculties have blessed him to be at the top of other creatures. Often, people don't pay you
back and you use a friend because of the failed transaction. Quote 9 I will speak daggers to her, but use none.
Whereas in the earlier soliloquy, the passion of an actor for an imaginary griever, Hecuba, occasioned
Hamlet's self-reproaches, here the sight of Fortinbras' army marching to contest a worthless piece of land fixes
his mind and leads him to wonder at himself. If it be not now, yet it will come. Notice how questions dominate
the soliloquy. Hamlet utters these lines in his first soliloquy. The speech, while short, contains several rich
paradoxes.


